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*Note: Noisy Book batteries are light activated, please make sure the lighting is sufficient for this

book.Cats, dogs, and rabbits are just some of the cute animals your toddler will love to imitate in

Noisy Pets Peekaboo!, a fun-filled interactive board book.Perfect for curious toddlers who love to

explore, the Noisy Peekaboo series encourages learning and play as young readers lift big flaps

and set off five amazing, light-activated sounds!Lively text from farm animals and diggers to baby's

day, these preschool books cover appealing first subjects and encourage hands-on preschool play

while building fine motor skills and confident book skills. Each of the five inviting, double-page

spreads has an intriguing flap that will have little ones joining in, finding the peekaboo surprise, and

making the funny noise. Clear photographs, colorful artworks, and lots of friendly learning make

these noisy, lift-the-flap books great fun.
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"A colorfully rambunctious book to expand a little one's vocabulary and vocal stylings." Ã¢â‚¬â€•

Kirkus Reviews

I bought this book for my 6 month old daughter. I love all of the pictures and colors and so does she.

I also love that it is a peek a boo book as well. My only complaint is the the sounds are not really



good and it is hard to get them to turn on. The sounds are light activated when you lift the flap.

However, I needed to have the lights on in the house for the sounds to be activated, not just sitting

in a light room from outside light. The dog sound barely sounds like a dog, the noise they use for the

hamster is the sounds of a turning wheel, and the rabbit sound is supposed to be the rabbit eating,

but again, it is not a great sound. I think the author should have chosen different animals. I basically

bought the book for the cute pictures and colors and not for the sounds.

This is a really cut NOISY book of cute little pets. The book is sturdy that babies won't tear the

pages. Exactly what I was looking for.

Had great expectations for this book but some sounds are not even animals.

My mom got a couple of these books for my daughter for her birthday and the sounds only work

about half the time so I decided to order new ones on  because she really likes the books. However,

when the books arrived (I ordered a few of this brand) the sounds didn't work AT ALL in any of the

books! Luckily I was able to return them. I wouldn't recommend buying these books unless you're

prepared for the sounds not to work.

Great book. My great niece and nephew loved it.

Very disappointed..the book states that it must be exposed to light for it to work. We had it for two

weeks, and two of the inside pages no longer work.

Sounds worked when I opened package but a week later I went to wrap because it was a gift and

the sounds no longer worked. Disappointed, sending back to .

MY 2 year old nephew loves these books and opening the pages to see the surprises. Durable, can

be cleaned with damp cloth.
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